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What is Development 
Education?

Development Education is an active and creative educational process aimed at 
increasing awareness and understanding of the world we live in. It challenges perceptions 
and stereotypes by encouraging optimism, participation and action for a just world. 

This information pack is part of a wider project 
called the #SDGchallenge which uses a 
Development Education approach to encourage 
informed action towards the achievement of the 
Sustainable Development Goals.  

For more information please see: https://
www.developmentperspectives.ie/home  

https://www.developmentperspectives.ie/home
https://www.developmentperspectives.ie/home


Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong  
learning opportunities for all.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qrcI7OtHowo (World Merit) 

By 2030, the UN wants to: 
4.1 Ensure that children complete free, equitable and quality primary and secondary  
education leading to relevant and effective learning outcomes. 

4.2 Ensure that all children have access to quality early childhood development, care  
and pre-primary education so that they are prepared for primary education. 

4.3 Ensure equal access for all people to affordable and quality technical, vocational  
and tertiary education, including university. 

4.4 Substantially increase the number of youth and adults who have relevant skills, for  
employment, decent jobs and entrepreneurship.
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4.5 Eliminate gender disparities in education and ensure equal access to all levels of  
education vocational training for the vulnerable, including those with disabilities,  
indigenous peoples and children in vulnerable situations. 

4.6 Ensure that all youth and a substantial proportion of adults achieve literacy and  
numeracy. 

4.7 Ensure that all learners acquire the knowledge and skills needed to promote  
sustainable development, through education for sustainable development and  
sustainable lifestyles, human rights, gender equality, promotion of a culture of peace  
and non-violence, global citizenship and appreciation of cultural diversity and of  
culture’s contribution to sustainable development.
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Goal #4: Quality Education
How is the UN going to make all this happen by 2030? 

4(a) Build and upgrade education facilities that are child, disability and gender sensitive  
and provide safe, non-violent, inclusive and effective learning environments for all. 

4(b) Substantially expand globally the number of scholarships available to developing  
countries, small island developing States and African countries, for enrolment in higher  
education, including vocational training and information and communications  
technology, technical, engineering and scientific programmes, in developed countries  
and other developing countries. 

4(c) Substantially increase the supply of qualified teachers, including through  
international cooperation for teacher training in developing countries, especially least  
developed countries and small island developing states.



Facts and Figures

per cent between 1990 and 2015. http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/education/

• Enrolment in primary education in developing countries has  
reached 91%, but 57 million children remain out of school. 

• More than half of children who have not enrolled in school live in  
sub-Saharan Africa. 

• An estimated 50% of out-of-school children of primary school age live in conflict-affected  
areas. 

• Children in the poorest households are 4 times as likely to be out of school as children in the  
richest households. 

• The world has achieved equality in primary education between girls and boys, but few  
countries have achieved that target at all levels of education. 

• Among youth aged 15 to 24, the literacy rate has improved globally from 83 per cent to 91

http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/education/


Understand
Global Citizenship Education (GCE): 

Without GCE, the SDGs will not be achieved, irrespective of timeframe.  
GCE is an educational process aimed at increasing awareness and understanding of the 
rapidly changing, interdependent and unequal world in which we live.  

If you’re reading this, you’re taking part in a GCE project. The #SDGChallenge is an  
initiative to raise public awareness of and engagement with the Sustainable  
Development Goals. 

• UNESCO report: Education 2030 - https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000245656  

• Library of resources available - https://developmenteducation.ie/resources/  

• Ted Talk: The Future of Education is Critical and Connected - https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=N5lfgkGsS0A 
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GLOBAL GCE PROJECTS
Global Citizenship in the Classroom: Jenny Buccos at TEDxCincinnati 
Jenny Buccos is an agent of global citizenship who was recognised as a 2012 White House Champion of 
Change. Her talk shares her passion about educating primary and secondary school students about global  
cultures and histories by the use of multimedia. 

The power of the global citizen: Simon Moss at TEDxCourtauldInstitute 
Simon Moss is a campaigning and community education expert. As Managing Director of Programmes for 
the Global Poverty Project, he has contributed on development issues at some of the world's leading  
conferences including the G20, the World Economic Forum and the Clinton Global Initiative. In this powerful  
talk, Simon explains what it means to be a Global Citizen. Through using his personal stories, he shows how the  
world is connected and how taking small steps as part of day-to-day life can enrich the lives of others. 

Education for Global Citizenship: Seth Leighton at TEDxBKK 
Seth Leighton is the CEO and co-founder of Envoys. In this talk, Seth discusses how educators can develop  
global citizenship in students through high-quality experiential learning programmes. 

Education for Global Citizenship: A guide for schools 
This guide is packed with practical information for mapping global citizenship across different subject areas 
and age groups. It also includes inspiring case studies from schools that take a global citizenship approach to  
teaching and learning.



Understand

Part of GCE is to challenge your own values and perspectives as well as those of others.  We risk 
being exposed to one story about people and places without GCE. 

•Chimamanda Adichie, a novelist, talks about The Danger of the Single Story in her TedTalk 
that challenges stereotypes. She encourages us to open our minds and listen to other stories 
to get a more informed picture of the world around us.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=D9Ihs241zeg 

• The Barefoot Guide is a global and local community of social change leaders and  
practitioners, from many countries, sharing diverse practices to deepen and develop 
approaches and initiatives to contribute to a changing world. Their website has excellent 
GCE resources available to anyone who is interested in active citizenship and social 
change. You can also listen to Barefoot College founder Bunker Roy speak of the Barefoot 
experience. https://www.ted.com/talks/  bunker_roy
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Understand
Is education a positive force for change? 

We believe so but it's important to recognise that not all education is quality education. Calls 
have been made for the reform of formal education systems around the world, as it is claimed 
they marginalise some learners and prepare them for fitting into existing systems rather than 
equipping them for change. It is also claimed by some that the quality of education provided is 
poor and only prepares learners to serve the market economy. Have a look at the interesting links 
below and let us know your thoughts? 

Ken Robinson: Bring on the learning revolution! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kFMZrEABdw4 

Manish Jain: Western-style Schooling, Unemployment and Cultural Breakdown.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ul96LrUkpbQ 

Sean Slade asks the question ‘What do we mean by a quality education’ 
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/sean-slade/what-do-we-mean-by-a-qual_b_9284130.html 

Paulo Freire, writer of ‘Pedagogy of the Oppressed’, talks of the importance and power of  
language and dialect in education. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aFWjnkFypFA
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Target 4.4 of this SDG emphasises the need to ‘Substantially increase the number of youth and  
adults who have relevant skills, for employment, decent jobs and entrepreneurship.’

At a local level, check these two links to Foróige and their work with young entrepreneurs in  
schools and youth clubs throughout Ireland: 
https://www.foroige.ie/our-work/youth-entrepreneurship/what-foroige-nfte 

At a global level, Buddy Buruku Country Program Manager at the African Center for Economic  
Transformation (ACET), outlines barriers to youth entrepreneurship in Sub-Saharan Africa in this  
article and identifies possible solutions to addressing these:  https://www.ge.com/reports/post/
120714287388/how-to-support-youth-entrepreneurship-in-africa/ 

Pravah, an organisation based in Delhi in India works with young people to impact issues of  
social justice through youth citizenship action. Their CHANGELOOMS program supports young  
people who have started their own social entrepreneurial initiatives:  https://
pravahdelhi.wordpress.com/changelooms-learning-and-leadership-journey/

Understand 
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Understand
There is much research, facts and figures from the UN, numerous Governments and NGO 
reports  available on the internet which clearly outline issues related to gender and access to  
education. The links below are young women/girls, parents and teachers who bring these  
reports alive with their stories of courage and belief in the power and importance of education  
for girls. 

Care International, a humanitarian organisation, highlight some of the 
barriers which affect girls and young women’s access to education in this article:  https://
www.care-international.org/what-we-do/our-focus-on-women-and-girls/education-2 

There are five TED talks in this link under the heading of The Importance of Educating Girls and  
are stories of courage in the face of so many obstacles which women have faced in  
accessing education in different countries:  https://www.ted.com/playlists/193/
the_importance_of_educating_gi 

This link to Plan International website gives facts about girls education and has videos of girls/  
young women talking of their experience of education and schooling: https://plan-  
international.org/education/girls-education#
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Act
Action is a key component in Quality Education. Take one or more of the challenges  
below this June to make your contribution to the #SDGchallenge: 

Get Informed - Engage with articles, blogs, videos and campaigns. 

Be Political - Write to the Minister of State for the Diaspora and Overseas 
Development Aid (ODA). 

Educate - Host a discussion, talk or workshop on Quality Education. 

Engage - Join the #SDGchat this month on Twitter & Facebook.

Join our twitterblast on Wednesday 13 June, 2019 1pm.



Act
Challenge #1 – Get informed 
We are asking you to read up about Goal #4 and to learn about the efforts being  made 
around the world to achieve ‘Quality Education’. You can begin this journey of  learning 
by watching the videos in the ‘understand’ section of this info pack. 

Challenge #2 – Be Political 
Write to the Minister of State for the Diaspora and Overseas Development Aid (ODA) to  
demand that 8% of Irish ODA should be invested in Global Citizenship Education. 
Estimated expenditure in this area is currently between 1% and 2%. Without investment  in 
GCE, the SDGs will not be achieved at all. 

Contact details: Minister Ciarán Cannon, Iveagh House, 80 St Stephens Green, St 
Kevins, Dublin 2, D02 VY53.  
Email: Ciaran.cannon@oir.ie

mailto:joe.mchugh@oir.ie
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Act
 Challenge #3 – Educate 
This challenge invites you to discuss Quality Education with your friends, family or colleagues.  It 
can be an informal chat with a cuppa or an organised workshop where you can tackle  the 
issues head on with a group. Be sure to share any educational activities with us using  
#SDGchallenge. 

Challenge #4 - Engage with the #SDGchat 
Think you’ve got what it takes for an online debate? Join us on Twitter @SDGchallenge and 
Facebook for our lunch time debate: 

Is Global Citizenship Education the key to the SDGs? 

Use #SDGchat to get it trending! 

Head to our twitter poll today to make your choice.  
Debate taking place: 13/06/2019, 1pm to 2pm GMT



Irish organisations that we’re partnering with this month.

The Maynooth University Department of International Development specialises in critical learning for 
global change. With over 40 years of experience, through the Kimmage Development Studies 
Centre, its work is underpinned by a commitment to inclusivity, diversity, equality and justice. 
Focusing on local and global development issues, the Department supports skills development and 
critical engagement at personal, local, national and international levels. Learners are facilitated to 
understand the causes of poverty, inequality and injustice around the world and to question 
understandings and responses to the international development challenges we all face.  
  
 
 For further information and a list of the courses offered, please see the Department's 
website:  https://www.maynoothuniversity.ie/international-development 
 

https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.maynoothuniversity.ie%2Finternational-development&data=02%7C01%7C%7Cac4c071c110143ea0db908d6e8d76c00%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C636952409256381479&sdata=lKAX6WdhAGO3OwU2DApYZIrW7%2BPg3GWZi1mKMEboPsA%3D&reserved=0


Share
Sharing our actions on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram allows us to raise awareness about  
Quality Education in Ireland and around the world and about the Sustainable Development  
Goals. 

No matter which challenge you take, be sure to share it! 
Check out our Facebook Group #SDGchallenge. You can share your actions here and  

inspire other SDG advocates! 

Or you can Tweet us @SDGchallenge. Follow us for daily updates and interesting reads on  
Quality Education for the month! 

Follow us on Instagram @SDGchallenge and make sure to tag #SDGs and #globalgoals in  
your posts


